
uch conversations as I’ve been having
recently are very disheartening. Like so
many of my friends in the dealer/broker
industry, I am dedicated to delivering

high-quality, transparent services. It is frustrating to
be lumped into one bucket labelled ‘Bad
Experiences’. I am in no way shying away from the
discussion—just sorry it is happening so often these
days.

In penning my thoughts, I seek to lay open for all
how the conversations surrounding an aircraft
transaction are being couched. For too many it will
be an all-too-familiar discussion.

“Usual and Customary” practices: In the case of
brokers it works best on the basis of exclusive
listings. Whether clients are buying or selling, they
will engage, hire and pay their broker. This allows
for a very transparent process. There is no need for

‘back-to-back’ transactions or the opposite side of
the transaction being asked to pay for both sides’
brokers.

Having said that, these practices do occur.
Typically a back-to-back transaction is proposed for
strictly economic reasons, often facilitating a less-
than-transparent transaction for the ultimate buyer
and seller. These are very hard to contract and can
lead to failed deals and highly disappointed
participants, which in turn leads to an erosion of the
overall confidence in the dealer/broker segment of
the industry. By and large, however, the majority of
transactions in our industry are completely
transparent, and conducted in the most ethical and
professional manner.

So what can I say to the person who states
emphatically, “I will never hire a broker again!”? It’s
certainly true that one bad apple can spoil the
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bunch. That one bad apple ensures the rest of our
segment has to work harder to re-establish
confidence in the profession rather than do what it
is we do best, which is buying and selling aircraft.

Spring Cleaning
As our industry works towards recovery, it may be a
good time for all of us to take a hard look at the
possible causes and solutions to what is sounding
like an epidemic
for our
profession. There
is no doubt that
as business gets
more difficult
due to reduced
numbers of
transactions,
those less-than-
stellar industry
participants that
present
themselves as
professionals get
more desperate
to grab a piece
of the pie.

I wish I could
say that our
segment had a
high barrier to
entry. It simply
does not. Before
cell phones I
used to say
anyone with a
stack of quarters
and a business card could represent themselves as a
broker. Today you don’t even need the stack of
quarters! That’s a sad testament to the industry so
many of us hold dear.

So what is it that separates a transparent,
professional broker from one who merely
masquerades as an industry professional?  What
should Board Members and their professional staff
seek when their company needs representation?

•    Take the time to ask the broker about his or her
length of time in the business;

•    Obtain references from past clients who can
confirm that transactions were real and
recognizable, and conducted in a professional,
efficient and transparent manner;

•    Look beyond the price of the broker’s services.
All too often, a prospect is lured on price alone.
This differentiator can be very problematic and
lead to disappointment. In most cases you get
what you pay for.

As a matter of fact, often a client will be hugely

disappointed with the low-cost provider. Selecting
representation solely on price leads clients to a
wrong conclusion—that poor service is what you get
when you hire a broker in the Business Aviation
industry. They generalize that no matter how low the
cost of service, the broker simply is not worth it.
Thus, the dealer/broker industry bar gets set lower
for the client’s next sourcing project.

Beware the
Impostor
Another very
troubling and
serious
distraction is the
broker who
contacts another
broker’s client
during the listing
period with the
only goal being
to persuade the
seller to switch
representation.
Worse still is the
broker who
sends out email
campaigns to the
market featuring
other broker’s
listings as they
fish for a buyer,
or put someone’s
hard fought
listings on their
site to convince a
market they have

some relationship with the inventory.
These behaviors are all difficulties associated with

slower times in our industry. My best advice to all
buyers and sellers is, don’t lose faith in this segment
of our industry. Good brokerage is a very credible
and valuable component. Follow the steps above:
Take the time to know a prospective broker who can
represent you – find out about other buyer/seller
experiences, and only then let price become a
consideration.

Like anything else, source your partners with your
eyes wide open and set very high expectations. If
you have embraced the right partner you will not be
disappointed. �
Are you looking for more Business Aviation Ownership

articles? Visit www.avbuyer.com/

articles/business-aircraft-ownership
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